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AbstractSegmentations are crucial in medical imaging to obtain morphological, volumetric, andradiomics biomarkers. Manual segmentation is accurate but not feasible in the radiologist'sclinical workflow, while automatic segmentation generally obtains sub-par performance. Wetherefore developed a minimally interactive deep learning-based segmentation method forsoft-tissue tumors (STTs) on CT andMRI. The method requires the user to click six points nearthe tumor's extreme boundaries. These six points are transformed into a distance map andserve, with the image, as input for a Convolutional Neural Network. For training andvalidation, a multicenter dataset containing 514 patients and nine STT types in sevenanatomical locations was used, resulting in a Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) of 0.85±0.11(mean ± standard deviation (SD)) for CT and 0.84±0.12 for T1-weighted MRI, when comparedto manual segmentations made by expert radiologists. Next, the method was externallyvalidated on a dataset including five unseen STT phenotypes in extremities, achieving0.81±0.08 for CT, 0.84±0.09 for T1-weighted MRI, and 0.88±0.08 for previously unseen T2-weighted fat-saturated (FS) MRI. In conclusion, our minimally interactive segmentationmethod effectively segments different types of STTs on CT and MRI, with robustgeneralization to previously unseen phenotypes and imaging modalities.



IntroductionSoft-tissue tumors are rare tumors with a broad range of differentiation that can occur in alarge variety of locations in the body. STT progression is highly variable across patients (1,2).The 3D delineation of STTs, i.e. segmentation, is needed for various purposes, such astargeted (neo)adjuvant radiotherapy planning (3), computation of quantitative imagingbiomarkers (radiomics) (4-7), and calculation of Response Evaluation Criteria In Solid Tumors(RECIST) (8). Currently, these segmentations would have to be made manually which is asubstantial burden on the physician’s time, drives healthcare costs, and is observerdependent. Therefore, there is a need for more time-efficient, automated segmentationmethods in clinical practice.
Fully automatic segmentation methods using deep learning have shown to be successful invarious applications in medical imaging (9). However, their adoption in STTs has been limiteddue to the vast range of STT phenotypes, locations, and imaging modalities (10), which makesit difficult to train a fully automatic segmentation method that generalizes across all STTpatients (10,11). A potential solution could be to allow a minimal amount of manualinteraction, leveraging the radiologist’s knowledge to guide the segmentation and therebyimprove generalizability, while maintaining practical efficiency in a clinical setting (12).
The aim of this work was to develop and evaluate a minimally interactive deep-learningmethod for STT segmentation on CT and MRI. To this end, we adopted a previously proposedframework (12), optimized the methodology for STT segmentation, and trained it on aheterogeneous public dataset. For comparison, we also implemented a fully automaticsegmentation method using the state-of-the-art nnU-Net framework (9). Both methods werecompared to manual reference segmentations on independent test data. Finally, weconducted volume and diameter measurements to analyze the use of minimally interactivesegmentation for clinical measurements.



Materials and MethodsStudy SampleIn this study, we used the only two publicly available datasets including STTs. Thecharacteristics of the datasets are described in Table 1, Table S1 and SupplementaryMaterials.
For model development and validation, we used all STTs from the public, retrospective, multi-center WORC database, which includes 514 patients with either CT or T1-weighted MRI(Figure S1) (13). TheWORC database includes reference tumor delineations obtained throughmanual segmentation on the T1-weighted MRI or CT scans by various clinicians undersupervision of musculoskeletal radiologists (4-5 years of experience). For both CT and MRI,we split the dataset stratified on STT phenotype, using 80 percent for model developmentand 20 percent for validation, denoted as the WORC training and test datasets, respectively.
For external validation, we used the publicly available STT data of 55 patients released on TheCancer Imaging Archive (TCIA), which we refer to as the TCIA test dataset. (Figure S1) (14).For all patients, CT, T1-weighted, and T2-weighted-FS MRI are available. Referencesegmentations were manually made by one expert radiation radiologist on the T2-weighted-FS MRI scans. The TCIA test dataset includes one modality (T2-weighted-FS MRI), and fivetumor phenotypes (Table 1) which are not available in the WORC datasets.
Interactive segmentationOur interactive segmentation method is based on the framework by Luo et al., 2021 (12), asit has been designed for the medical domain, requires limited user interactions, and has beenshown to generalize well to unseen objects. In our method (Figure 1A), users click six pointsnear the extreme boundaries of the 3D object of interest, i.e. two extreme interior marginpoints in three planes (transversal, coronal, sagittal). Using these interior margin points theimage is cropped to a region of interest (ROI) to aid the model in tumor localization. Thecropping boundaries are slightly relaxed in order to encapsulate thewhole object. The interiormargin points are also used to calculate an exponentialized geodesic distance (EGD) map,which highlights the tumor voxels based on the intensity differences with the surroundingtissue. Together, the cropped image and EGD map are used as input for a 3D CNN model.Implementation details can be found in the Supplementary Materials.
Fully automatic segmentationTo compare the performance of the interactive segmentation method, we trained a fullyautomatic segmentation method using the state-of-the-art self-configuring nnU-Netframework (Supplementary Materials) (9). nnU-Net deploys a 3D CNN on the whole volumein order to locate and segment the tumor. Prior to this work, nnU-Net has not yet beenapplied to STTs.
Experimental setupSeparate segmentation models were trained for CT and T1-weighted MRI, both for theinteractive and fully automatic approach. First, the models were validated on the WORC testdataset. Second, external validation, including assessment of generalization to unseenphenotypes and T2-weighted-FS MRI sequences not encountered during training, was



performed on the TCIA test dataset. Here, the models trained on T1-weighted MRIs wereused to generate segmentations for T2-weighted-FS MRI.
For both the WORC and TCIA dataset, the six interior margin points per image required forthe interactive segmentation method were synthetically generated based on the referencesegmentation. In order to validate synthetic interactions, a musculoskeletal radiologist (8years of experience) and a medical student also performed real user interactions on theWORC test dataset. The model outputs generated from these real user interactions werethen compared to the reference segmentation. Additional details can be found in theSupplementary Materials.
Statistical analysisSegmentation performance was evaluated using the Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) (15). Todetermine differences in DSC between automatic and interactive methods, we used a pairedtwo-sided t-test.
Pyradiomics was used to calculate the volume andmaximum diameter in the transverse planeof the predicted and the reference segmentation (16). Agreement between thesemeasurements across segmentations was assessed using Bland-Altman plots and the Pearsoncorrelation coefficient (r) (17).
Data availabilityTo facilitate use of our interactive segmentation method, we provide a graphical userinterface, a video tutorial, and the code for training and evaluation (18).



ResultsComparison on WORC test dataset of interactive, fully automatic, and referencesegmentationsInteractive segmentation resulted in a higher mean DSC and lower standard deviation (CT:0.85±0.11, T1-weighted MRI: 0.84±0.12) than fully automatic segmentation (CT: 0.52±0.43,T1-weighted MRI: 0.71±0.35). Both differences were statistically significant (CT: p<0.001, T1-weighted MRI: p=0.007) (Figure 2A, Table 2).
Examples of interactive and fully automatic segmentations, including the syntheticinteractions and EGD map, are shown in Figure 1B. Qualitative results, interobservervariability of two manual annotators, and the comparison of synthetic and real userinteractions are described in the Supplementary Materials.
External validation on TCIA test dataset including unseen tumor phenotypes and unseenimaging sequencesThe interactive segmentation method was able to segment unseen phenotypes on both CTand T1-weighted MRI with similar DSC to the phenotypes in the WORC test dataset (CT:0.81±0.09, T1-weighted MRI: 0.84±0.09) (Figure 2B, Table 2). The automatic segmentationmethod performed similarly for unseen phenotypes on T1-weighted MRI (DSC: 0.81±0.23),however failed more often to segment tumors on CT (DSC: 0.38±0.34) compared tointeractive segmentation (T1-weighted MRI: p=0.14, CT: p<0.001).
The detection of unseen phenotypes on the unseen modality, T2-weighted-FS MRI, improvedslightly for the interactive segmentation method compared to T1-weighted MRI (DSC:0.88±0.08). The automatic segmentation provided slightly worse results on T2-weighted-FSMRI (DSC:0.78±0.22) compared to the interactive segmentation (p=0.004). Better contrastbetween tumor and surrounding tissue on T2-weighted-FS in comparison to T1-weightedMRImay explain the slightly better segmentation results on T2-weighted-FS MRI (Figure S2).
Agreement of volume and diameter measurementsVolume and diameter measurements based on the interactive segmentation showed to havegood agreement to the reference segmentation, both in the WORC test dataset (mean ± SDvolume error: 1±28mm3, r=0.99; diameter: -6±14mm, r=0.90) and in the TCIA test dataset(volume: -7±23mm3, r=0.96; diameter: -3±6mm, r=0.99) (Figure S3 and S4).
Time-efficiency of segmentation methodsThe radiologist took on average 258 seconds (s) for CT and 122s for T1-weighted MRI toconduct interactive segmentation on the WORC dataset, which was considerably shorterthan manual segmentation (CT: 1639s, T1-weighted MRI: 1895s) (Table S2) (5-7).



DiscussionIn this study, we developed a deep-learning method for minimally interactive segmentationof STTs on CT and MRI. Upon validation in the WORC test dataset, interactive segmentationachieved a high degree of overlap with the reference segmentation of clinicians for nine STTphenotypes (CT: 0.85±0.109, T1-weightedMRI: 0.84±0.121), with higher mean DSC and lowerstandard deviation compared to fully automatic segmentation. In the external TCIA testdataset, the interactive segmentation method showed good generalizability to the unseenphenotypes andMRI sequences (CT: 0.81±0.092, T1-weightedMRI: 0.84±0.092, T2-weighted-FS MRI: 0.88±0.075). In addition, there was good agreement for volume and diametercalculations between interactive and reference segmentations.
In the Supplementary Materials we motivate the need for time-efficient segmentation,discuss previous work on segmentation of STT, and point out additional considerationsregarding clinical implementation of the minimally interactive segmentation method.
Our study has two main limitations. First, we evaluated our method on 14 STT phenotypes,while there are over 100 histological phenotypes. Although this study shows that our methodgeneralized well to five unseen STT phenotypes, this is no guarantee that it also translates toother STT phenotypes, or even other cancer types beyond STT; hence, future work shouldinvestigate the further generalization to other tumor types. Second, either T1-weighted orT2-weighted-FS MRI was used as input to the method; a multimodal approach using differentMRI sequences simultaneously may improve results further (19).
In conclusion, our minimally interactive deep learning-based segmentation method canaccurately generate segmentations for a wide variety of STTs in different body parts imagedwith CT or MRI. Therefore, this method could reduce the burden of manual segmentation fortargeted (neo)adjuvant therapy, enable the integration of imaging-based biomarkers (e.g.,radiomics) into clinical practice, and provide a fast, semi-automatic solution for volume anddiameter measurements in the clinic.
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Tables
Table 1: Descriptive characteristics of the datasets used in this study.
Characteristics WORC trainingdataset(n = 412) [13]

WORC testdataset(n = 102) [13]
TCIA testdataset(n = 51) [14]Age (y)Range 5-93 1-86 16–83Mean ± SD 57 ± 17 55 ± 20 55 ± 17SexFemale 206 (50) 54 (53) 27 (53)Male 206 (50) 48 (47) 24 (47)LocationLower extremities 156 (38) 34 (33) 47 (92)Upper extremities 27 (7) 7 (7) 4 (8)Head and neck 14 (3) 4 (4) -Intra-abdominal 159 (9) 39 (38) -Retroperitoneum and pelvis 3 (1) - -Trunk 53 (13) 18 (18) -Volume (mm3)Range 0.6-7944 1.1-3138 17-2361Mean ± SD 379 ± 837 305 ± 505 474 ± 499ModalityCT 158 (38) 39 (38) 51 (100)T1-weighted MRI 254 (62) 63 (62) 51 (100)T2-weighted fat suppressed MRI - - 51 (100)PhenotypeLipoma 46 (11) 11 (11) -Well-differentiated liposarcoma 46 (11) 11 (11) -Desmoid-type fibromatosis 58 (14) 14 (14) -Myxofibrosarcoma 49 (12) 12 (12) -Myxoid liposarcoma 29 (7) 8 (8) -Gastro-intestinal stromal tumor 100 (24) 24 (24) -Schwannoma 18 (4) 5 (5) -Leiomyosarcoma 46 (11) 12 (12) 10 (20)Leiomyoma 20 (5) 5 (5) -Liposarcoma - - 11 (21)Fibrosarcoma - - 1 (2)Synovial sarcoma - - 5 (10)Malignant fibrous histiocytoma - - 17 (33)Extraskeletal bone sarcoma - - 4 (8)Other - - 3 (6)Except where indicated, data are the number of patients (percentages).



Table 2: Phenotype-specific agreement between the fully automatic or interactivesegmentation method and reference segmentation.
CT T1-weighted MRI T2-weighted FS MRIautomatic interactive automatic interactive automatic interactiveWORC test datasetGIST 0.49±0.43* 0.84±0.12*Schwannoma 0.73±0.37 0.87±0.09Leiomyoma 0.28±0.35 0.84±0.01Leiomyosarcoma 0.71±0.36 0.86±0.08 0.88±0.05 0.88±0.04Lipoma 0.73±0.35 0.90±0.05MLS 0.72±0.36 0.84±0.13DTF 0.49±0.39 0.75±0.17Myxofibrosarcoma 0.69±0.33 0.82±0.11WDLS 0.86±0.27 0.89±0.06Total 0.52±0.43* 0.85±0.11* 0.71±0.35* 0.84±0.12*TCIA test datasetLiposarcoma 0.40 ± 0.30* 0.82 ± 0.09* 0.83 ± 0.22 0.84 ± 0.10 0.84 ± 0.18 0.90 ± 0.06Leiomyosarcoma 0.49 ± 0.36* 0.87 ± 0.03* 0.82 ± 0.27 0.87 ± 0.07 0.81 ± 0.20 0.88 ± 0.07Fibrosarcoma§ 0.31 0.79 0.78 0.59 0.94 0.88Synovial sarcoma 0.18 ± 0.36* 0.84 ± 0.04* 0.79 ± 0.20 0.87 ± 0.06 0.75 ± 0.24 0.90 ± 0.05MFH 0.39 ± 0.33* 0.77 ± 0.07* 0.77 ± 0.20 0.83 ± 0.10 0.72 ± 0.23 0.86 ± 0.09ESBS 0.40 ± 0.40 0.75 ± 0.13 0.65 ± 0.37 0.83 ± 0.07 0.78 ± 0.18 0.83 ± 0.06Other 0.29 ± 0.23 0.84 ± 0.02 0.89 ± 0.02 0.90 ± 0.03 0.76 ± 0.24 0.90 ± 0.03Total 0.38 ± 0.34* 0.81 ± 0.08* 0.79 ± 0.23 0.84 ± 0.09 0.78 ± 0.22* 0.88 ± 0.08*Data are mean ± SD for the Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC). FS: fat saturated; MLS: myxoid-liposarcoma; DTF: desmoid-type fibromatosis; WDLS: well-differentiated liposarcoma; GIST:gastrointestinal stromal tumor; MFH: malignant fibrous histiocytoma; and ESBS:Extraskeletal bone sarcoma.

§ Standard deviation could not be calculated as only one fibrosarcoma was present in theTCIA dataset.* P < .05 (paired t-test of DSC between interactive and automatic segmentation).



Figures

Figure 1: A) Schematic overview of the interactive framework, based on (12), used in thisstudy. For visualization purposes, one 2D slice in the transverse plane is shown, while all dataare 3D images and all operations are performed in 3D. In the interactive segmentationpipeline, a clinician has to draw six interior margin points in the 3D object. Next, using theseinteractions the region of interest (ROI) is extracted, and the exponentialized geodesicdistance map (EGD) is calculated. The cropped image and the EGDmap are concatenated andfed through a U-Net-like Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). B) Qualitative comparison ofinteractive and fully automatic segmentation methods in four different patients with STT inthe WORC test dataset; The images show I) CT imaging (rows 1 and 2) or T1-weighted MRI(rows 3 and 4) in the transverse plane, II) zoomed-in image with reference segmentation forvisualization purposes, III) interior margin points derived synthetically, IV) EGD map derivedfrom the interior margin points, V) predicted interactive segmentation, VI) predicted fullyautomatic segmentation, VII) segmentation comparison in full image.



Figure 2: Quantitative results from automatic and interactive segmentation of STTs on the A)WORC test dataset, and B) TCIA test dataset. Box-and-whisker plot, visualizing the median,quartiles, and potential outliers, for the Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) results of fullyautomatic (blue) and interactive (orange) segmentation methods for different phenotypeson CT and MRI. Higher DSC means better segmentation accuracy. MLS: myxoid-liposarcoma;DTF: desmoid-type fibromatosis; WDLS: well-differentiated liposarcoma; GIST:gastrointestinal stromal tumor; MFH: malignant fibrous histiocytoma; and ESBS: Extraskeletalbone sarcoma.



Supplementary MaterialMaterials and MethodsInteractive segmentationFor the preprocessing, network architecture, training, and post-processing, we follow mostof the best practices found in the nnU-Net pipeline (9). The design choices of our interactivesegmentation implementation are divided into 1) fixed parameters, which are predefinedand do not change based on the application; 2) rule-based parameters, which are based onthe characteristics of the dataset; 3) empirical parameters, which are determined based onachieved results.
We provide the code and model weights for training and evaluation our self-configuringinteractive segmentation method (18), including a graphical user interface, implemented inMONAI Label, in which the clinician can draw the six interior margin points and run theinteractive segmentation pipeline (20).
The segmentation methods were implemented in Python (3.9.5) and Pytorch (1.21.1) usinga NVIDIA A40 (48GB) GPU.
Fixed parametersRegion of interest selection. We use the same strategy as Luo et al, 2021 (12), where regionof interest (ROI) extraction is based on the interior margin points from the user. In order tomake sure that the complete object is incorporated in the image and the dynamics at theboundary of the object is fully captured, the ROI is expanded slightly by a relaxation factor of0.1 times the size of the ROI in each axis. Finally, if the input is not divisible by 2 to the powerof the number of downsampling operations, the ROI is further extended, possibly using zero-padding in the case that the ROI falls outside the image.
Deep learning model architecture. We use a convolutional neural network (CNN), morespecifically a 3D U-Net-like network with instance normalization, leaky ReLU, and deepsupervision similar to nnU-Net (9). Down- and upsampling are implemented as respectivelya stride and transpose convolution. In line with the original work from Luo et al., 2021 (12),as the images are cropped to the ROI and are therefore alreadymuch smaller than the originalimage, we reduce the number of featuremaps to start at 4 and double/halve with each down-/upsampling operation, in order to limit the requiredmemory consumption, and achieve real-time inference.
Training. We use five-fold cross-validation to train five CNNs. These models are trained for1000 epochs, using a poly learning rate scheduler (initial learning rate = 0.01, learning ratedecay = (1−epoch/epochmax)0.9), Dice + cross-entropy loss, stochastic gradient descent withNesterov momentum (μ = 0.99), and deep supervision with additional auxiliary losses in thedecoder for all but the lowest two resolution. During training, we randomly augment inputsusing rotations, zooms, and flips. Additionally, the image is randomly altered using Gaussiannoise, Gaussian smoothing, intensity scaling, and contrast adjustment. These configurationsare all in line with nnU-Net. However, as we are dealing with unequal-sized images, we cannotcreate batch sizes larger than 1. To stabilize training, we use gradient accumulation (n = 4),i.e. updating the weights after four iterations.



Inference. We use all five models during inference time, and combine the results with meanensembling. Also, for each model we use test time augmentation, where we flip the image inall directions, e.g. eight different flips for 3D images, and combine the results with meanensembling.
Rule-based parametersThe rule-based parameters are based on the characteristics of the training dataset. Forprediction on new samples, we use the same rule-based parameters as used during training.
Resampling. The physical space a voxel represents (spacing) is often heterogeneous betweendifferent medical images, which needs to be homogenized before providing the image to theCNN. Here we use the nnU-Net resampling method, in which the median spacing for eachaxis in the training dataset is used as target spacing. In the case of anisotropic (maximum axisspacing / minimum axis spacing > 3) resampling, which is the case for the WORC dataset, thetenth percentile is taken for the lowest resolution axis. This is done to conserve as muchresolution in this axis as possible. Images are resampled with third-order spline andanisotropic out-of-plane dimension with nearest neighbor. Similarly, segmentations areresampled with linear interpolation and out-of-plane with nearest neighbor. The interactionsfrom the clinician also have to be resampled to the new voxel spacing. Therefore, we firstchange the interactions to real-world coordinates and subsequently map these coordinatesto the location in the resized image.
Normalization. We use the same normalization as deployed by nnU-Net, in which for CT,normalization is done by percentile clipping and z-scoring based on the voxels in the tumor(foreground voxels) in the training dataset. For MRI, normalization is done per image using z-scoring. In contrast to nnU-Net, normalization for both modalities is done based on theextracted ROI only.
Network topology. In line with nnU-Net, by default a 3 x 3 x 3 kernel size for convolution isused. However, when dealing with anisotropic images, pseudo-3D kernels, e.g. 3 x 3 x 1, canbe deployed to deal with resolution discrepancy. Similar to nnU-Net, resolution discrepancyis defined by a spacing ratio larger than two. Given the anistotropic images in the WORCdataset, the initial two convolution operations are done using this 3 x 3 x 1 convolution.
Empirical parametersPost-processing. Post-processing involves the utilization of either the largest connectedcomponent, filling small holes, or both. We assess the effect of post-processing on improvingthe DSC of the segmentation compared to the reference segmentation. We evaluate this bycomparing the DSC in cross-validation splits both with and without post-processing methods.For CT and MRI data in the WORC dataset, both these post-processing steps turned out to beeffective, and were thus employed.
Synthetic interactionsThe interactive segmentation method requires six interior margin points per image. For boththe WORC and TCIA dataset, these six points were generated synthetically based on thereference segmentation. First, extreme points were identified along all axes using the



reference segmentation. Next, to make sure the points were inside the object, these pointswere moved five voxels inwards in-plane, and in case of anisotropic images (maximum axisspacing / minimum axis spacing > 3), in the out-of-plane dimension by 1 voxel.
Real user interactions, time measurement and quality scoringTo validate the synthetic interactions, real user interactions were performed on the WORCtest dataset by a musculoskeletal radiologist with 8 years of experience, and an untrainedmedical student. They were only provided the images and blinded to clinical data, includingSTT phenotype. The users had not seen these images prior to annotation and the referencesegmentation was not shown during annotation. We evaluated: 1) performance of real userversus synthetic interactions; 2) expertise required to draw interactions; 3) user-providedquality scores based on four scales (Excellent, Sufficient, Insufficient, Incorrect, see Table S3for details); and 4) time to draw the interactions, run the pipeline, and score segmentationquality.
ResultsQualitative evaluation on WORC test datasetQualitative analysis showed that poor contrast between the tumor and surrounding tissuesometimes led to low DSC segmentation using either method (Figure 1B). Additionally, bothmethods had difficulties with tumor boundaries when tumors were irregular and lobulated.Fully automatic segmentation had difficulties with large fields of view, especially in CT, astumor detection showed to be difficult, sometimes resulting in no segmentation (CT: n=5/39,T1-weighted MRI: n=5/62), or segmentation of a different object (CT: n=10/39, T1-weightedMRI: n=3/62). Nevertheless, even after removing the 23 outliers on which the automaticmethod failed to segment the correct lesion, the interactive method outperformed the fullyautomatic method in terms of DSC, with a higher overall median, smaller IQR, and feweroutliers (Figure S5).
Interobserver variability between manual annotatorsFor a subset of the WORC dataset (n=60), the interobserver DSC was reported between twomanual annotators (CT: 0.84±0.20, T1-weighted MRI: 0.77±0.20) (5-7). This shows that theperformance of the interactive segmentation matched or exceeded intra-observer variability(CT: 0.85±0.11, T1-weighted MRI: 0.84±0.12). Moreover, the standard deviation of theinteractive segmentation was lower against the reference segmentation, compared to thetwo manual annotators, suggesting that interactive segmentation reduces variability amongproduced segmentations.
Comparison on WORC test dataset of synthetic and real user interactionsWe compared the interactive segmentation method with synthetic and real user interactionson theWORC test dataset (Figure S6, Table S4). Themusculoskeletal radiologist’s interactionsperformed significantly worse on the T1-weighted MRI data (DSC: 0.75 ± 0.25) in comparisonto the synthetic interactions (DSC: 0.84 ± 0.12, p=0.01), whereas the medical student scoredsignificantly worse on the CT data (DSC: 0.60 ± 0.40) in comparison to the syntheticinteractions (DSC: 0.85 ± 0.11, p=0.001). The difference in DSC between the two users andthe synthetic interactions was mostly explained by the number of wrongly identified objects(radiologist: n=7/102, student: n=16/102). Excluding these samples increased the DSC for



both the radiologist (CT: 0.81±0.15, T1-weighted MRI: 0.79±0.19) and medical student (CT:0.84±0.14, T1-weighted MRI: 0.84±0.15). After excluding these samples, significantdifferences remained only for T1-weightedMRI for the radiologist (T1-weightedMRI: p=0.03).Qualitative scoring from the radiologist showed that most segmentations were deemedSufficient or Excellent (CT: n=30/39, T1-weighted MRI: n=42/63), see Table S5.
DiscussionThe need for time-efficient segmentationThe ability to provide time-efficient segmentation on CT and MRI is important for thetranslation of morphological, volumetric quantifications, and radiomics biomarkers to clinicalpractice.
For example, segmentations are required for targeted (neo)adjuvant radiotherapy (3).Currently, these have to be made manually for each lesion at each regiment, which is asubstantial burden on the physician’s time and drives healthcare costs. Also, the use ofquantitative imaging features (i.e., radiomics) has often been described to provide accurate,noninvasive imaging biomarkers (4). In STT, radiomics has been used to predict phenotype(5-7) grading (21-23), and patient outcome (23-25). However, a major hurdle for translationof radiomics to clinical practice is the requirement for manual segmentation, which isobserver dependent, time-consuming and therefore not feasible in the radiologist’sworkflow. Recent work by Crombé et al., 2020, and Gitto et al., 2021, showed that none ofthe 52 and 49 included radiomics studies, respectively, were performed with automaticsegmentation (26, 27). Only 13.5% and 8.0% used semi-automatic methods, and unlike theminimally interactive approach provided here, these methods still required intensive manualcorrection by the clinician. Finally, routine clinical measurements, such as the ResponseEvaluation Criteria In Solid Tumors (RECIST), would benefit from segmentation to reduceobserver variability, or allow extension to 3D volume measurements, which has been shownto improve monitoring of therapy response (8, 28). Together, these examples highlight theneed for (semi-)automatic segmentation in clinical practice.
Further research should explore the use of minimally interactive segmentation for theseapplications including the impact on the clinical workflow and decision making. Futureresearch also includes extension of our method to other cancer types beyond STT. Due to thewide variety of STT phenotypes, locations, and imaging appearance, we expect that ourmethod may even work directly on other (similar) tumors without any adjustments.
Prior work on segmentation methods for STTSome prior work has focused on deep-learning-based segmentation for STT. First, a studyusing the TCIA database showed accurate results (DSC=0.88) when combining FDG-PET, CT,and T2-weighted-FS MRI for automatic segmentation (19). However, this study only assessedSTT in the extremities, lacked external validation, and required all three modalities to provideaccurate segmentations. Next, recent work achieved accurate automatic segmentation oflipomatous tumors (0.80 ± 0.184) but lacked external validation and focused on a single STTtype (29). Here, we provide an interactive segmentationmethodwith improved segmentationresults that generalizes well to different phenotypes of STT.



Considerations regarding clinical implementationHere, we delve into the practical considerations for implementing our interactivesegmentation method in clinical practice. Specifically, we address real user interactions, theimplications of quality scoring, and the role of fully automatic segmentation.
In this study, we derived synthetic interactions from the reference segmentations to trainand validate our method, since using real interactions would have been time-consuming dueto the large number of patients. To verify that synthetic interactions reflected those ofhumans, we assessed both types on the WORC test dataset. We found differences betweenreal and synthetic interactions for the radiologist and medical student. However, this wasmostly explained by segmentation of thewrong object by the user, as removing these samplesyielded better results for both users. Furthermore, it is worth noting that in real clinicalworkflows, clinicians have access to additional information and multiple MRI sequences,reducing the likelihood of tumor misidentification compared to the setting used in our studywith only the T1-weighted MRI data. Further research should explore the performance of theinteractive segmentation method within real clinical settings to assess its practical impact.
Next, aside from comparing interactive segmentations to reference segmentations usingDSC, interactive segmentation based on real interactions were also quality scored by the user.Both users scored most segmentations as Excellent or Sufficient. Future research shouldinvestigate the implications of these quality scores for clinical measurements; e.g. targetedradiotherapy might require Excellent segmentation while radiomics might performadequately on Sufficient segmentations. Furthermore, still a substantial number ofsegmentations were scored as Insufficient, suggesting that manual correction may still benecessary in these cases. Nevertheless, interactive segmentation, where radiologists arealready involved, may align more naturally with clinical workflows compared to fullyautomatic segmentation methods when adjustments are required.
Finally, the primary focus is on developing and implementing interactive segmentation.However, we also developed a fully automatic segmentation method for STT. Whileinteractive segmentation generally outperformed fully automatic segmentation, the fullyautomatic method can still be valuable for certain patients, such as those with lipomas orleiomyosarcomas. Nevertheless, with fully automatic segmentation, the user should be waryfor segmentation of the wrong object (CT: n=10/39, T1-weighted MRI: n=3/62). Therefore,expert knowledge is required regardless of the segmentation method applied.
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Supplementary TablesSupplementary Table S1: Properties of the acquisition protocols
Protocol WORC training dataset(n = 412) [15] WORC test dataset(n = 102) [15] TCIA test dataset(n = 51) [16]Sequence T1-weightedMRI (n=254) CT (n=158) T1-weightedMRI (n=63) CT (n=39) T1- and T2-weighted-FSMRI (n=51)

CT (n=51)

Manufacturer
Siemens 110 71 27 19 8
Philips 102 48 25 10 8
General Electric 42 7 11 33 51
Canon 29 7
Toshiba 3 3
Varian 2

Magnetic fieldstrength1T 22 - 8 - NR -
1.5T 211 - 52 - NR -
3T 21 - 3 - NR -

Slice thickness(mm)* 4.67 ± 1.27 4.21 ± 1.17 4.77 ± 1.61 4.20 ± 1.09 5.70 ± 1.32 3.80 ± 0.00
Pixel spacing(mm)* 0.67 ± 0.25 0.75 ± 0.09 0.72 ± 0.33 0.72 ± 0.07 0.77 ± 0.32 0.98 ± 0.00
Note. – Abbreviations: T: tesla, NR: Not reported. FS: fat saturated.* Data are mean ± SDs in seconds.



Supplementary Table S2: Time to perform minimally interactive segmentation, manualsegmentation and fully automatic segmentation.
CT T1-weighted MRI

Radiologist Medicalstudent Manual* Fullyautomatic† Radiologist Medicalstudent Manual* Fullyautomatic†Annotation 146 ± 103 247 ± 608 87 ± 99 210 ± 538
Preprocessing 21 ± 12 21 ± 12 2.8 ± 2.2 2.7 ± 2.4
Modelinference 1.3 ± 1.8 1.3 ± 1.8 0.4 ± 0.5 0.4 ± 0.4
Postprocessing 21 ± 10 17 ± 7.6 2.0 ± 1.6 2.0 ± 1.7
Evaluation 70 ± 84 42 ± 37 27 ± 23 160 ± 774
User total 216 ± 135 325 ± 617 117 ± 106 383 ± 840
Method total 43 ± 19 39 ± 17 1940 ± 1113 5.2 ± 3.7 5.1 ± 4.0 100 ± 95
Total 258 ± 135 364 ± 626 1895 ±1804 122 ± 107 388 ± 840 1639 ±1397
Note. – Data are mean ± SDs in seconds. Results are reported on the WORC test dataset.User total: annotation + evaluation; Method total: preprocessing + model inference +postprocessing.* Time to create the manual reference segmentation is also reported for comparison.† Total inference time of the fully automatic segmentation method is also reported forcomparison.



Supplementary Table S3: Rule-based scoring of tumor segmentation based on visualinspection by the user
Segmentationscore Definition
Excellent The segmentation is perfectly aligned with the tumor and requires noadjustments. For this score, the segmentation volume should overlap withthe tumor for at least 95%.Sufficient The segmentation is aligned with the tumor, however, could benefit fromminor adjustments. For this score, the segmentation volume shouldoverlap with the tumor for at least 75%.Insufficient The segmentation misses parts of the tumor, or parts are overlapping withnormal tissue, therefore major adjustments are required. For this score,the segmentation volume should overlap with the tumor for at least 50%.Incorrect The segmentation is not overlapping with the tumor, or missing large areasof the tumor. For this score, the segmentation volume does not overlapwith the tumor for <50%.Note. – If the tumor cannot be located in the image, the clinician can score as “Cannotlocate tumor”.



Supplementary Table S4: Comparison of interactive segmentation performance usinginteractions by different annotators.
Radiologist Medicalstudent Synthetic P value forsynthetic vsradiologist*

P value forsynthetic vsstudent*
P value forradiologistvs student*

CT
All tumors 0.77 ± 0.24 0.60 ± 0.40 0.85 ± 0.11 .10 .001 .004
Correctly identified tumors† 0.81 ± 0.15 0.84 ± 0.14 .07 .12 .78

T1-weighted MRI
All tumors 0.75 ± 0.25 0.77 ± 0.27 0.84 ± 0.12 .01 .07 .15t
Correctly identified tumors† 0.79 ± 0.19 0.84 ± 0.15 .03 .36 .02

Note. – Except where indicated, data are mean ± SDs for the Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC).Results are reported on the WORC test dataset.* P-values are reported for the paired t-test.† Number of correctly identified tumors differ between radiologist and student.



Supplementary Table S5: Quality scoring determined through visual inspection of theinteractive segmentation made using interactions by different annotators.
CT T1-weighted MRIRadiologist Medical Student Radiologist Medical StudentExcellent 18 4 16 10Sufficient 12 22 26 30Insufficient 7 7 16 15Incorrect 2 3 3 4Cannot locate tumor 0 3 1 3Note. – Results are reported on the WORC test dataset.



Supplementary Figures

Supplementary Figure S1: Flowchart showing the two publicly available, retrospective,datasets used in this study and the exclusion criteria.



Supplementary Figure S2: Example from the TCIA test dataset with segmentation methodson A) T1-weighted MRI in the transverse plane, B) T2-weighted fat saturated MRI in thetransverse plane. The reference segmentation is displayed in green, interactive segmentationin pink, and automatic segmentation in cyan. The contrast in the T2-weighted fat saturatedimage between the tumor and surrounding tissue improved both segmentation results.



Supplementary Figure S3: Bland-Altman plots for percentage volume and diametermeasurements from automatic and interactive compared to reference segmentations of STTson A) theWORC test dataset, B) the TCIA test dataset. Every dot represents a patient. Patientsare color-coded based on their achieved Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) using the respectivemethod, i.e. automatic or interactive segmentation.



Supplementary Figure S4: Scatterplots for volume and diameter measurements fromautomatic and interactive compared to reference segmentations of STTs on A) the WORCtest dataset, and B) the TCIA test dataset. Every dot represents a patient. Patients are color-coded based on their achieved Dice Similarity Coefficient (DCS) using the respective method,i.e. automatic or interactive segmentation. The dotted line represents a perfect agreement.



Supplementary Figure S5: Quantitative results from automatic and interactive segmentationof STTs on the WORC test dataset after removing the 23 outliers on which the automaticmethod failed to segment the correct lesion. Box-and-whisker plot, visualizing the median,quartiles, and potential outliers, for the Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) results of automatic(blue) and interactive (orange) segmentation methods for different phenotypes on CT andMRI. DTF: desmoid-type fibromatosis; WDLS: well-differentiated liposarcoma; and GIST:gastrointestinal stromal tumor.



Supplementary Figure S6: Quantitative comparison of predicted segmentations comparedto reference segmentations using the interactive segmentation pipeline for differentannotators. The annotator is either the musculoskeletal radiologist (blue), medical student(orange), or synthetic annotation (green). Every dot represents a sample in the WORC testdataset.


